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This paper deals with verification of the theoretical model for dynamic behavior of Pipeline 

Inspection Gauge (PIG) traveling through high pressure natural gas pipeline. The dynamic 

behavior of  the PIG depends on the differential pressure across its body. This differential 

pressure is generated by injected gas flow behind the tail of the PIG and expelled gas flow in 

front of its nose. To analyze the dynamic behavior characteristics such as gas flow in pipeline, 

and the PIG position and velocity, not only the mathematical models are derived, but also the 

theoretical models must be certified by actual pigging experiment. But there is not any found 

results of research on the experimental certification for dynamic behavior of the PIG. The reason 

is why the fabrication of the PIG as well as, a field application are very difficult. In this research, 

the effectiveness of the introduced solution using the method of characteristics (MOC) was 

certified through field application. In-l ine inspection tool, 30" geometry PIG, was fabricated 

and actual pigging was carried out at the pipeline segment in Korea Gas Corporat ion 

(KOGAS) high pressure system, Incheon L T ( L N G  Termina l ) -Namdong GS(Governor  Sta- 

tion) line. Pigging is fulfilled successfully. Comparison of simulation results with experimental 

results show that the derived mathematical models and the proposed computational schemes are 

effective for predicting the position and velocity of the PIG with a given operational conditions 
of pipeline. 

Key W o r d s : P i p e l i n e  Inspection Gauge (PIG),  Method Of Characteristics (MOC), Geometry 
PIG 

Nomencla ture  
A 
C 
Cc 

d 

Pipe cross-section area [m z] 

Linear damping coefficient of PIG [Ns/m] 

Convection heat transfer coefficient 
[-W/m2K] 

Internal diameter of pipe I-m] 
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dvawe : Bypass valve diameter l-m] 

Fz : Friction force per unit pipe length [N/m]  

Ff~ i Friction force between PIG and pipe wall 

ENl 
Fzpayn ~ Dynamic friction force between PIG and 

pipe wall IN] 

Fzpsta:Static friction force between PIG and 
pipe wall [N] 

Fp ~ Force due to differential pressure acting 

on the PIG INI 

g : Gravity acceleration l-m/s 2] 

k ; Pipe wall roughness l-m] 
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K : 

Ks~ : 

Ktot~t : 

K~  : 

L : 

L e m  : 

M : 
p : 

q : 

Q : 

S : 

T : 

Text : 
u 

Uref i 

Uv 

Greeks 

7 : 
: 

V : 

p : 

Wear factor of PIG IN/m]  

Sudden expansion loss coefficient 

Total loss coefficient of bypass system 

Average-loss coefficient of valve 

Length of pipeline [m] 

Length of PIG [m] 

Weight of PIG [kg] 

Flow pressure [N/m z] 

Compound rate of heat inflow per unit 

area of pipe wall [W/m 2] 

Flow rate [m3/s] 

Perimeter of pipe [m] 

Flow temperature ~K] 

Seabed temperature [K] 

Flow velocity [m/s]  

Reference velocity of  PIG [m/s] 

Bypass flow velocity [m/s]  

Ratio of specific heat 

Angle between PIG velocity and gravity 

force [rad] 

Kinetic viscosity of flow [m2/s] 

Flow density [kg/m 33 

Subscripts 
O, L : denote the points at the inlet and outlet of 

pipeline 

u, d ; denote the values of upstream and down 

stream flows 

1. Introduction 

The structural failure of a pipeline may result 

in environmental damage and financial losses. 

Regular monitoring of pipeline can forecast some 

failure modes and help plan maintenance (Az- 

evedo et al., 1996). A pipeline can fail for differ- 

ent reasons which are related to deformation if 

we interpret deformation in a wide sense. The 

most common ruptures are caused by a physical 

damage, change of curvature or length of a pipe- 

line, and by pipe wall corrosion. The damaging is 

usually external (Cordell  and Vanzant, 1999). To 
prevent above problems, the pipeline must be 

pigged regularly. The tool used for pigging is 

called Pipeline Inspection Gauge (PIG).  The 
PIG is a device which is inserted into a pipeline 

and travels throughout the pipeline to be in- 

spected. It provides geometric informations like 

curvature and slope, and pipeline anomalies like 

welds, dents, wrinkles, and corrosion. The infor- 

mation from pigging is the most effective when it 

runs at a constant speed but will not be effective 

when it runs at too high speed. The typical speeds 

for pigging are about 1-5 m/s for on-stream 

liquids and 2-7 m/s  for on-stream gas (Cordell  

and Vanzant, 1999). In particular, when pigging 

low pressure lines, the PIG will hold up at a weld 

bead or other obstruction until the pressure builds 

up behind it sufficiently to overcome the obstacle. 

It then accelerates away-often attaining speeds 

of well over 26[m/s]  before rest once more and 

repeating this cycle. This not only results in neg- 

ligible pigging efficiency, but also highly dan- 

gerous situation (Tiratsoo, 1992). Therefore, esti- 

mating the PIG dynamics before choosing an 

operational condition and control of the PIG 

velocity would be of great interest to research 

when operating the pigging procedure in a pipe- 

line. 

To understand the dynamic behavior of the 

PIG, the governing nonlinear hyperbolic partial 

differential equations of flow must be solved to- 

gether with the PIG dynamic equation. Results 

of research on the motion of the PIG in pipeline 

are scarcely found in the literature. There is the 

fact that most of research results give much com- 

mercial information more than necessary techni- 

cal information about pigging process with ex- 

ception of Nguyen's work (Nguyen et al., 2001). 

They deal with the PIG dynamic problem in more 

detail when it moves under several operational 

conditions of the pipeline. The theoretical model 

for the PIG dynamics was derived and the com- 

putational scheme using MOC (Method Of Char- 
acteristics) was proposed. Although the reliabi- 

lity and accuracy of the proposed solution using 

MOC was certified through only simulation res- 

ults because fabrication of the PIG as well as, a 

field application is very difficult. Therefore, the 

actual pigging is necessary for verifying the reli- 

ability of solution. In this research, the reliability 
and accuracy of the introduced solution using 

MOC was verified through field application. For  
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actual pigging, 30" geometry PIG was developed. 

Although, the operation of the PIG is not easy, 

specially it is the first atternpt in Republic of 

Korea. Also, actual pigging burdens the operator 

with a finite risk that the PIG body inserted into 

the pipeline may become lodged, block the flow. 

In spite of these difficulties, the PIG was adopted 

adventurously at the pipeline segments in Koreas 

Gas Corporat ion high pressure system, from In- 

cheon LT to Namdong GS, 13 km length. Actual 

pigging was carried out very successfully by so 

many person who attend at the experiment and 

the other operation technology which was not 

mentioned in here such tracking the PIG, and 

launching and receiving the PIG. Comparison of 

the simulation results with successful experiment 

show that the solution for PIG dynamics problem 

by using MOC with the proposed computational 

scheme is efficient with appropriate small sam- 

piing time and distance sufficiently. 

2. S y s t e m  M o d e l i n g  

The scheme of PIG flow in pipeline is given in 

Fig. 1. The PIG is driven by injected gas flow 

behind its tail (upstream flow) and expelled gas 

flow in front of  its nose (downstream flow). The 

driving force, Fp(t) is obtained by differential 

force between the tail and the nose of  the PIG in 

Fig. 1, the PIG moves to overcome the friction 

force, Fjp (t) and gravity weight, Mg. 

2.1 Gas flow model 

We assume the followings ; 

(1) natural gas is ideal, 

(2) flow is one phase, 

tnret g~lS 

]Fig. 1 PIG flow in the natural gas pipeline 

(3) pipeline diameter is constant, 

(4) friction factor is a function of wall rough- 

ness and Reynolds number;  steady state values 

are used in transient calculations, 

(5) flow is quasi-steady heat flow. 

The unsteady flow dynamics can be modeled 

based on four fundamental fluid dynamic equa- 

t ions;  continuity equation, momentum equation, 

state equation, and energy equation. These equa- 

tions are rewritten as follows: 

9 u +  °~P = 0  ~l) GO ~_p u 
8t 3x ~ 

8u ~_!  3,0 + u 3u F s  b g  cos/~ (2) 
3t p ~ a x -  pA 

# ~u O~_ . #  r-I 
Ot & ~-Tpff~=~-[(Fi-Apgcos~)u+qs] (3) 

The above equations are used to describe both 

upstream and downstream flows. These equations 
can be rewritten in the following |brms respec- 
tively. 

dX~ ~_ A~ dX~ = B~ dt dx , O<x<xmc-Lmc  and (4) 

dX,~ ~-A~ d~X, d=Ba. xv l c<x<L (5) 
dt ( i x  

where 

X,=Ep, u, b,]T 

A , =  0 u ,  

0 7P, 

0 

F /  ÷ g cos g 
B ,  = p . A  

_L~_[ - A p . g  cos fl) u.  + q .S  (F; ] 

* denotes u for upstream flow and d ['or down- 

stream flow. Eqs. (4) and (5) must satisfy some 

boundary conditions, which will be described in 

next section. 

Four nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential 

equations can be transformed to the ordinary 

differential equations by using MOC in the fol- 

lowing forms. 
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du c dP 
dt + rP dt - E l  

du c dP 
dt rp dt - E 2  

dP c z dp =Ea 
dt d t  

dx 
along ~ t = u + c  (6) 

dx 
along ~ - = u - c  (7) 

dx 
along ~ - =  u (8) 

where 

E ~ = ~ ' - I  q ~-(O--~--gco s c pm 

E z - 7 - I  q c  pm (pFA - g c ° s  

/~)( r -  l u -  I ) c  (9) 

/3)( Y - I  u + l ) c  (10) 

q . {  F: c0s ~ ) ( r - l )  up E~= ( 7 - 1 ) ~ - ~  ~ - g  (11) 

c = 4 ~'P/' p 

m = A / S  (12) 

F : - - F : ( k ,  Re) 

The value of friction force, F:, can be calculated 

as shown in the reference (Nguyen et al., 2001). 

The mathematical description of the heat rate 

term, q, in the above equations depends on the 

problem assumptions. Because there is no heat 

producing in flow, q could be evaluated as a 

quasi-steady heat transfer from the surrounding 

environment to the gas : 

q =- Cc ( Text - T) (13) 

The flow variables #, u or p must be solved at 

each location x and time t. The sampling dis- 

tance, Ax, and the sampling time, At ,  are chosen 

under the CFL stability constraint (Sim et al., 

1997): 

A t <  u ~ c c  (14) 

It is assumed that the steady state distributions 

are used for the initial conditions in the absence 

of field data concerning the initial field distri- 

butions (Wylie et al., 1993). The boundary condi- 

tions at pipeline inlet and outlet can be given in 

two way ; under a condition of flow rate Q (t) or 

pressure p ( t )  together with the temperature of 

flow T ( t ) .  The detailed information is given in 
the previous work (Nguyen et al., 2001). 

2.2 The PIG dynamics model 
Forces acting on the PIG are described as 

shown in Fig. 1. The dynamic equation of  the 

PIG derived from the Newton's Second Law is as 

follows ; 

d 2 x m  (t) dx~m (t) 
M ~- C - -  ~-Kxem(t) 

dtz dt (15) 

= F p ( t )  - F:p(t) + Mg cos fl 

In Eq. (17), the driving force Fp(t) is from the 

differential pressure between the tail and the nose 

of the PIG that are calculated from upstream and 

downstream flow dynamics. The friction force F:p 
between the PIG and pipeline wall is assumed to 

be constant including static and dynamic fric- 

tion forces. The wear factor Kinc ludes  static wear 

factor and dynamic wear factor. The values of K,  

the linear damping coefficient, C, and F:p are 

measured from the experiment. 

The whole system dynamics include flow dy- 

namics, Eqs. ( 4 ) - - ( 5 ) ,  and PIG dynamic, Eq. 

(15). The nonlinear hyperbolic partial differ- 

ential Eqs. ( 4 ) -  (5) with the boundary condi- 

tions can be solved by transforming them to 

ordinary differential equations using the method 

of characteristic that is presented in the previous 

works (Nguyen et al., 2001). 

3. PIG (Pipeline Inspection Gauge) 

3.1 System hardware description 
The PIG is designed to meet a large variety of 

user requirements using a modular  system which 

integrates a variable number of different sensors. 

It is equipped with IMU(Inert ial  Measurement 

Unit) ,  caliper sensors, odometer sensors, and trac- 

king transmitter. It is suspended in the pipeline 

on urethane disks at the front and rear of the 

canister, which allow the PIG to move close to 

and paralleled to the pipe centerline. The scheme 

of the PIG is shown in Fig. 2. 

In this study, only odometer sensors and DAU 

(Data Acquisition Unit) are mentioned. The 

PIG is equipped with spring-mounted odometers. 

They are in constant contact to the pipe wall by 
spring tension. When the PIG travels through 

interior to the pipeline, gear-tooth of odometers 
are counted by hall-effect adaptive gear- tooth sen- 

sors. Fabricated odometers are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2 Scheme of the PIG 

Fig. 3 Odometer wheels 

The odometers measures the distance along the 

pipe and velocity of the PIG is derived from these 

information. Because velocity is used to collect 

the data, high accuracy is required. In this case, 

an accuracy of  0.05,%o can be obtained in a run 

time. 

DAU recording to acquire the information is 

composed of embedded board (Celeron 366 MHz), 

interface board which is based on 16 bit micro- 

processor (80C296SA), and DAT(Digi ta l  Audio 

Tape), 20 Gigabytes capacity. This unit interfaces 

with bus types such as SCSI, ISA, and PCI, and 

communicates with Ethernet and serial port. Oth- 

er principal components integrated in the PIG are 

lithium batteries, power management module and 

PIG tracking transmitter which can keep tracking 

the tool while it travels through the pipeline. 

3.2 Data processing 
DAU gathers the data of 24 mechanical fingers 

from an A / D  conversion, and takes the data of 3 

odometers from EPA function at a rate of 400 Hz. 

. . . .  ~ RS 422 T ~  ~ 2 0 0  

1 2 b ~  V ~ c t , ~ r i c a l  

1 l(k:h M U I  ~ _ 

- - - - J  12MI - mec:~r~-el 

& l f~h  MLU( l Te r~&  

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of DAU 

The gathered data are saved in the dual port 

memory which is shared by the embedded board 

and interface board with ISA. The schematic 

diagram of DAU is shown in Fig. 4. 

4. Simulation and Experimental 
Results 

4.1 Actual pigging 
The experiment was fulfilled one pipeline seg- 

ment in the KOGAS high pressure system, In- 

cheon LT-Namdong GS line. The main charac- 

teristics of the pipeline are summarized below. 

Operating condition which was controlled by 

Central Control Center of  KOGAS was the fol- 

lowing. 

The PIG was injected into the launcher by a 

truck as shown in Photo I. The PIG was installed 

with a lead cup firmly in contact with the reducer 

between the barrel and the nominal bore section 

of the trap. After then, the safety valve was 

installed to lock on the closure, and a natural gas 

was filled in the trap barrel and in nominal bore 

section of the trap. Pressure in the tail of the PIG 

was changed by these procedures. The PIG 

traveled from lncheon LT to Namdong GS and 
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Table 1 Characteristics of pipelines 

Pipeline segments 

Characteristics 

lncheon L T ~  
Namdong GS 

Nominal diameter 30" 

Year of construction 1997 

Length 13 km 

Type of pipes Longitudinally Welded 

Maximum allowable 
100 bars 

operating pressure 

Table 2 Operating conditions 

~ , ,  Pipeline segments lncheon LT--  \ 
Namdong GS Conditions 

Flow rate 520 ton/hr 

Inlet pressure 58 bar 

Flow velocity 3.5 m/s 

Flow temperature 0-5 °C 

Update points interval 800 m 

Table 3 The numerical values for simulation 

Parameters Values Units 

L 13,000 m 

D 0.7366 m 

K 0.0450 mm 

Cc 2 W/mZs 

Te~t 15 °C 

[0 59 bar 

Oo 1.37 ma./s 
I 

P0 

PL 57.95 Bar 

QL 1.37 m3/s 

PL 105.45 kg/m ~ 

Parameters Values Units 

v 1.45 ×10 -S m2/s 

R 518.3 J/kgK 

~" 1.40 

M 600 kg 

C 0.74 Ns/m 

K 0.00 N/m 

Lm 1.4 m 

F/osta I 1.00 bar 

F / ~  O. 11 bar 

T 5 "C 

fl 0.00 rad 

arrived in trap barrel of  the receiver successfully. 

Photo  2 shows the receiver of  the PIG in Nam-  

dong. Arr ived PIG was removed from the receiver 

by receiving procedures (Cordel l  and Vanzant,  

1999). 

4.2 Simulation 

Simulat ion was performed with applied pigging 

line. The numerical  values used in this s imulat ion 

are given in Table  3. 

We choose the sampling time A t = 0 . 0 1  s and 

the sampling distance A t = 8  m. The boundary  

condi t ions  of  interest are used ;  constant  flow 

rate at pipeline inlet u0(t ,  0 ) = u 0  and constant 

pressure at pipeline outlet pL(t, L )=PL.  

Photo 1 

Photo 2 

Injecting the PIG into the pipeline 

Removing the PIG from the Receiver 

4.3 Comparison between simulation with 

experiment 

In order  to improve reliabil i ty o f  the proposed 

solution, the essential factors in the PIG dyna- 

mics, pressure and velocity are compared between 

simulat ion and experiment. Although,  it is very 

difficult to equip the differential pressure sensor 

because of  the problem in structure of  the PIG. 

To equip the PIG with the sensor, the flange 

which divides the upstream with downstream 

flow has to be mounted.  If mount ing  o f  the sensor 

becomes loose, the pressure behind the PIG will 

be bypassed in front of  the PIG. Then the PIG 

body introduced into the pipeline may become 

lodged and block the flow. Owing to these reason, 
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2 0 0 0  4000 6000 8000 1 0 0 0 0  12000 

Pipeline length (m) 

Simulation velocity of the PIG in the pipe- 

line. 13 km length 

the sensor can not be installed in the PIG body. 

Therefore  only compar ison  between s imulat ion 

and experiment  with respect to the velocity was 

considered in this research. 

Once natural gas is injected into the launcher, 

pressure increases at its tail and decreases at its 

nose. Also the PIG accelerates until the differ- 

ential pressure abates to a level required to over- 

come static and dynamic friction. Simulat ion res- 

ults for the operat ing condi t ions  in Table  2 is 

shown in Figs. 5 ~ 6 .  Figare 5 shows the differ- 

ential pressure through the PIG body and Fig. 6 

shows the velocity of  the PIG in pigging line, 

13 km length. F rom these results, we can know 

that the differential pressure is increased up to 

two bars to overcome the static friction force and 

differential pressure of  0.1 bars which acts on the 
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Fig. 8 Simulation and experimental results from 

3 km to 4.25 km 

PIG when it travels in the pipeline. Also, it is 

known for the PIG to move at about 3 . 4 m / s  

velocity in pigging line. Figure  7 expresses both 

the s imulat ion and experimental  results of  the 

PIG in inlet pipeline section, l km length. The 

velocity of  the PIG is decreased substantially in A 

area. The reason is that there is curved section. 

Other components  such as valves, tees, and curved 

section in inlet pipeline results in decrease of  the 

velocity in B area. But actual velocity of  the PIG, 

expressed as the dotted line in Fig. 7, is similar to 

the trend of  s imulat ion velocity al though it has 

a variat ion in A, B areas. In particular,  the maxi- 

mum velocities of  s imulat ion and experiment are 
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Fig. 9 Simulation and experimental results from 7 
km to 8.25 km 

almost the same when the PIG overcomes the 

static and dynamic friction. Figures. 8 and 9 show 

that the simulation and experimental results of the 

PIG at pipeline section of 3 km and 7 kin, respec- 

tively. 

5. Conclusion 

This study verified the reliability and accuracy 

of the introduced solution using the method of 

characteristics through a field application. 30" 

geometry PIG was produced for actual pigging. 

The operation of the PIG is not easy, specially it 

is the first attempt in Republic of Korea. Also, 

actual pigging burdens the operator with heavy 

operating expense and there is always a finite risk 

that a foreign body introduced into the pipeline 

will become lodged, block the flow. In spite of 

these difficulties, the geometry PIG was adopted 

adventurously at the pipeline segments in Korea 

Gas Corporation high pressure system, from ln- 

cheon LT to Namdong GS, 13 km length. Actual 

pigging was fulfilled excellently by incorpora- 

ting with operational technology of the PIG. 

Comparisons between simulation and experiment 

show that the derived theoretical models and the 

proposed computational schemes are effective for 

predicting the position and velocity of the PIG for 

a given operational conditions of the pipeline. 

This approach is quite efficient for modeling the 

rapid flow transient and the PIG dynamic model. 
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